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Hosted by Air Alliance on Saturday, April 12, 2014 at
Discovery Green, over 15,000 attendees visited 122
booths.
As captain of the Sustainability Zone, UH had the most
noticeable presence with two side by side 20’x20’ tents.
Seven colleges participated (eight were represented)
with a total of eighteen teams and 89 volunteers.
UH Energy would like to thank all the volunteers who made the UH booth at Earth Day Houston 2014 such a success. Your participation and enthusiasm made it a truly great event the
community enjoyed.
College of Technology
4 Eco Car Teams
Moges - Smart HVAC
Nahas - Turbine
Nahas - A2A
College of Engineering
ChemE Car
Grabow
College of NSM
Earth and Atmospheric Sciences
Center for Advanced Materials

Bauer College of Business
Enactus
Energy Association
The Honors College
Energy and Sustainability
College of Architecture and CLASS
Trikes
UH Administration
Office of Sustainability
Dining
UH Energy
Law
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Booths at the UH Tent
Earth & Atmospheric Sciences
As team captain for the Earth & Atmospheric Sciences
booth, Dr. Barry Lefer led the team in two weather balloon launches and shared data collected. The team also
informed visitors about the ozone map app for smart
phones.

Vibrations Team
This team demonstrated their senior
project, which is an apparatus connected to a computer
that tests and measures material strength when
exposed to vibrations.

UH Energy &
Energy and Sustainability
UH Energy handed out plantable bookmarks and had
people sign up for a raffle for solar powered phone
chargers and bamboo flash drives. They also handed
out information on the Energy and Environment Law
programs and the new Energy & Sustainability minor.

College of Technology—Shell Eco Marathon Car
The College of Technology team presented their senior
project, the Shell Eco Marathon Car, which will return
to Discovery Green in two weeks to compete in the Eco
Marathon. Their design used a gas-to-liquid fuel and
lightweight aluminum for the body to increase MPGs.
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Booths at the UH Tent
Energy Association
The Energy Association’s goal is to give UH students the information
and tools needed to succeed in the energy capital of the world,
staying connected to education and research sources all around the
globe. This team presented information on the group’s activities and
drew the largest crowd to their table by offering free Sno-Kones.
Chemical & Biomolecular Engineering
Dr. Lars Grabow captained this team’s impressive booth. They had displays related to clean
and sustainable fuel, clean engines, and clean emissions. They also brought along an engine
carcass, and a zeolite building activity (big 3D puzzle).

Air to Agua
For their senior project, Dr. Nahas’ team built a greenhouse, which they had on display, that converts
humidity in the air into water using solar energy. They
also presented a second project—a mobile version—
that could be hooked up to a bike or trailer hitch. They
believe these products could be most useful in disaster
relief situations.
Dining UH’s dining services team
brought lots of kid friendly activities
including make-it-yourself playdoh,
and a food/water footprint game.
They brought fair trade soaps and
lotions for giveaways and
demonstrated ways in which UH
dining goes green.
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Booths at the UH Tent
Center for Advanced Materials
The focus of the team’s booth was solar energy. They
had hands-on activities for kids so they could see the
sun powering toys, and they gave energy quizzes,
which were quite popular. They demonstrated their
research and outreach activities on posters and
showed a movie detailing the benefits and practicality
of solar energy deployment for Texas.
Enactus
The service organization, Enactus, from the Bauer
College of Business works with the Houston Furniture
Bank near campus. At their booth they displayed information on their activities and did a demonstration
of a mattress breakdown for their mattress recycling
program, which caught the eye of local reporters.
Smart HVAC
Dr. Mequanint Moges’ students brought their senior
project, which was a model of the Smart HVAC. It uses
carbon dioxide measurements in the room to
determine the number of occupants, and adjusts the
thermostat accordingly—a very practical idea to save
energy when the room is empty.
Project Turbine
Dr. Nahas’ other student group brought parts of their
portable wind turbine system, which uses vertical blades
to produce energy at lower wind speeds making it more
suitable for residential use.

Team Aqua
Force
This team from College of Technology brought their
ROV, a robotic remotely operated vehicle which is
used under water. It was designed for competition
and required to be able to complete certain tasks like
picking up small objects.
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Booths at the UH Tent
Chemical Engineering Car
Chemical Engineering brought the car they built for competition,
which placed second at regionals. Teams must construct a car
powered solely through chemical reactions that can haul a
certain load several meters. However, the specific load and
distance are not known until the competition day. The UH car’s
motor is powered by a battery cell and stopped by an iodine
clock reaction.
Office of Sustainability
The University of Houston Office of Sustainability had tips for
sustainable living and brought a sustainability tree for people to
leave a thumbprint pledging to live more sustainably. They
hosted recycle jeopardy, had information on campus initiatives
and giveaways including reusable water bottles, chapstick, pens,
rulers and postcards.
Formula Hybrid Car
The College of Technology Mechanical
Engineering team brought pieces of their
Formula SAE Hybrid car, which is powered
by a gasoline-electric hybrid motor that
will compete in theShell Eco Marathon,
among other competitions.

College of Architecture
Thirty students from the College of Architecture and
Graphic Design, School of Art created a sustainability
project called "RE(CYCLE) HUB," which is a pedal
powered mobile shade structure composed of four
custom-made trikes. Each trike offers messages and
participatory activities that Communicate
environmental lessons. The Remake Recreate Station
allows the audience to create posters through paint
and pedal power. Light Station is a giant spinning
kaleidoscope. The Cooling Station creates a breeze
and the Listening Station is a single large musical instrument. Each trike is a mobile exhibit, designed to
be outdoors and engaging to the public at large.
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